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intracranial hemorrhage in estimated
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Abstract

Background and aim: In acute ischemic stroke, under- or overestimation of body weight can lead to dosing errors of

recombinant tissue plasminogen activator with consequent reduced efficacy or increased risk of hemorrhagic complica-

tions. Measurement of body weight is more accurate than estimation of body weight but potentially leads to longer door-

to-needle times. Our aim was to assess if weight modality (estimation of body weight versus measurement of body weight)

is associated with (i) symptomatic intracranial hemorrhage rate, (ii) clinical outcome, and (iii) door-to-needle times.

Methods: Consecutive patients treated with intravenous thrombolysis between 2009 and 2016 from 14 hospitals were

included. Baseline characteristics and outcome parameters were retrieved from medical records. We defined symptom-

atic intracranial hemorrhage according to the European Cooperative Acute Stroke Study (ECASS)-III definition and

clinical outcome was assessed with the modified Rankin Scale. The association of weight modality and outcome param-

eters was estimated with regression analyses.

Results: A total of 4801 patients were included. Five hospitals used measurement of body weight (n¼ 1753), six

hospitals used estimation of body weight (n¼ 2325), and three hospitals (n¼ 723) changed from estimation of body

weight to measurement of body weight during the study period. In 2048 of the patients (43%), measurement of body

weight was used and in 2753 (57%), estimation of body weight. In the measurement of body weight group, an inbuilt

weighing bed was used in 1094 patients (53%) and a patient lift scale in 954 patients (47%). In the estimation of body

weight group, policy regarding estimation was similar. Estimation of body weight was not associated with increased

symptomatic intracranial hemorrhage risk (adjusted odds ratio¼ 1.16; 95% confidence interval 0.83–1.62) or favorable

outcome (adjusted odds ratio¼ 0.99; 95% confidence interval 0.82–1.21), but it was significantly associated with longer

door-to-needle times compared to measurement of body weight using an inbuilt weighing bed (adjusted B¼ 3.57; 95%

confidence interval 1.33–5.80) and shorter door-to-needle times compared to measurement of body weight using a

patient lift scale (�3.96; 95% confidence interval �6.38 to �1.53).

Conclusion: We did not find evidence that weight modality (estimation of body weight versus measurement of body

weight) to determine recombinant tissue plasminogen activator dose in intravenous thrombolysis eligible patients is

associated with symptomatic intracranial hemorrhage or clinical outcome. We did find that estimation of body weight

leads to longer door-to-needle times compared to measurement of body weight using an inbuilt weighing bed and to

shorter door-to-needle times compared to measurement of body weight using a patient lift scale.
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Introduction

Acute ischemic stroke patients should receive intraven-
ous thrombolysis (IVT) with recombinant tissue plas-
minogen activator (rt-PA) as quickly as possible for
optimal clinical efficacy.1–5 The most feared complica-
tion of IVT is symptomatic intracranial hemorrhage
(sICH) occurring in 2.7–5.7% of patients.6

Dose finding trials for rt-PA indicate that 0.9mg/kg
body weight has an optimal safety and efficacy profile: a
lower dose resulted in reduced efficacy and a higher dose
in increased sICH risk.7-9 The patient’s weight is there-
fore essential, but exact measurement can be time
consuming leading to increased door-to-needle times
(DNTs) with less clinical IVT efficacy. Therefore, esti-
mation of body weight (EBW), rather than exact meas-
urement of body weight (MBW), is often used with
potential under- or overestimation.10–14 Indeed, over-
estimation due to EBWwas shown to result in increased
rt-PA dose and increased sICH risk.11,12,15,16 In con-
trast, other studies did not confirm this observation,
indicating that EBW is acceptable since dosing errors
did not influence outcomes.13,17 However, the sample
sizes of these studies so far are small (n¼ 222; n¼ 308)
and were therefore underpowered to detect differences
in sICH rate. Hence, based on available evidence, it is
not possible to draw conclusions on the best weight
modality.

National and the American Stroke Association
guidelines lack recommendations regarding weight
modality, thus both EBW and MBW are being used
in clinical practice.18,19 We used this disparity to
assess if weight modality is associated with (i) sICH
rate, (ii) clinical outcome, and (iii) DNT.

Methods

Study design and patient selection

We derived data from prospective IVT registries of 14
centers and included consecutive adult patients with
acute ischemic stroke (AIS) treated with IVT between
January 2009 and December 2016. Patients were
excluded if weight modality was unknown or if no clin-
ical data were available.

The ethical standards committee of the Leiden
University Medical Centre approved the protocol and

waived the need for written informed consent from
individual patients.

Patient data

The following data were collected: patient characteris-
tics including demographics, vascular risk factors and
history, medication use, admission blood pressure, and
baseline stroke severity assessed with the National
Institute of Health Stroke Scale (NIHSS) score. In
case data were missing, these were complemented
from the medical records. In case NIHSS score was
not noted, this was reconstructed from neurological
examination at admission with a validated algorithm
as described previously.20

Weight assessment

Mode of weight assessment during the inclusion period
was acquired by asking the stroke neurologist involved
and by assessing local protocols of each participating
center. In all centers, either estimation or exact MBW
was done before the CT scan. None of the EBW centers
measured body weight during (infusion of) IVT, so pos-
sible discrepancies between reported and estimated
weight did not led to alteplase dose adjustments.

In the EBW group, policy was similar in all centers:
(i) weight was assessed first by asking the patient; (ii) in
case this was not possible (e.g. due to aphasia) by
asking a relative; and (iii) if this was not possible esti-
mation was always done by the treating physician, but
in case another health care worker had a different esti-
mation, consensus was reached.

In the MBW group, weight was measured: (i) by
transferring the patient to a bed with an inbuilt weigh-
ing option or a stretcher standing on a ground scale or
(ii) by using a patient lift scale, requiring to lift the
patient in a sling.

Outcome measures

Our primary outcome measure was the sICH rate. We
defined sICH according to the ECASS-III definition,
i.e. any apparently extravascular blood in the brain or
within the cranium that was associated with clinical
deterioration, as defined by an increase of 4 or more
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points on NIHSS score, or that led to death and that
was identified as the predominant cause of the neuro-
logical deterioration.3 In our study, we included all
sICH within seven days after stroke onset. Secondary
outcome measures included favorable outcome at
90 days (defined as a score of 0–2 on the modified
Rankin Scale (mRS)) and DNT (which was defined as
the time between patient arrival at the hospital and
intravenous rt-PA initiation).21 In case of missing
data on clinical outcome at 90 days, the mRS was
derived using available follow-up data before 3
months and �1 month after hospital discharge. Both
sICH and clinical outcome were retrieved from medical
records, including neuro-imaging data by two inde-
pendent reviewers (TTMN and AEG). Discrepancies
were solved by discussion. Time of symptom onset,
time of center arrival, and time of IVT initiation were
extracted to calculate the DNT.

Statistical analysis

Descriptive statistics were used to compare patient
characteristics. Categorical variables were compared
with �2 test. Continuous variables were compared
using the t test or Mann–Whitney U test, and are pre-
sented as mean� standard deviation (SD) or median
and interquartile range (IQR).

We used logistic regression to assess the association of
separate outcomes (sICH and clinical outcome) in rela-
tion to weight modality, expressed as odds ratios (ORs)
or adjusted ORs (aOR) with corresponding 95% confi-
dence interval (CI). Linear regression analysis was per-
formed to assess the association between weight
modality and DNT, presented as regression coefficient
(B) and corresponding 95% CI. In secondary analysis,
we adjusted for baseline characteristics associated with
outcomes (P< 0.1) except for the analysis related to the
outcomeDNTwhere we adjusted for variables known to
have an associationwith theDNT: availability of aCT in
the emergency room (ER), blood pressure above the
threshold for IVT (>185/110mmHg), NIHSS score at
baseline,22,23 onset-to-door time (defined as the time
between stroke onset and patient arrival at the hospital)
and for annual IVT-volume divided as follows: low-
volume (�24), medium-volume (25–49), or high-
volume (�50) as described previously, with low-volume
as reference category.24 In subgroup analyses we inves-
tigated if differences in methods within the EBW or the
MBWgroup could have affected the association between
weight modality and the outcome measures.

Missing data

For missing data we performed multiple imputations
with the fully conditional specification method with

five sets of imputations. The predictive mean matching
model type was used for scale variables. Then, we com-
pared the results of the analysis of the imputed dataset
with the nonimputed dataset to assess if this leads to
consistent parameter estimates. Additionally, we per-
formed post hoc sensitivity analyses to assess the
effect of missing data with regards to mRS score after
90 days, by recalculating the estimates while omitting
patients with missing mRS score after 90 days.

Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS soft-
ware (version 23, IBM, New York, USA).

Results

Baseline characteristics

Data from 5066 patients with AIS were collected.
A total of 4801 (95%) patients met the inclusion criteria
(Figure 1). Five centers used MBW, six centers EBW,
and three centers changed from EBW to MBW during
our inclusion time window. In 2048 of the patients
(43%), MBW was used and in 2753 patients (57%)
EBW. EBW-patients were slightly older and they had
more cardiovascular risk factors (atrial fibrillation, dia-
betes mellitus, hypertension, and hyperlipidemia)
(Table 1). Other known predictors for sICH (sex,
NIHSS score, blood pressure, and onset-to-door time)
did not differ between the EBW and the MBW group.
More EBW-patients were treated in high-volume cen-
ters (n¼ 2181; 79%) compared to MBW-patients
(n¼ 1121; 55%) and a CT in the ER was present

Figure 1. Flowchart of the study. aTen patients had incom-

plete data and an unknown weight modality. AIS: acute

ischemic stroke; IVT: intravenous thrombolysis.
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for 407 EBW-patients (15%) and for 927 MBW-
patients (45%).

Outcomes

We found no significant differences for the primary or
secondary outcomes between the EBW and the MBW

group (Table 2). The rate of sICH was 4.4% in EBW
versus 4.1% in the MBW group, clinical outcome was
favorable in 60% of the EBW and 56% of the MBW
group, and DNT was 33min (IQR 24–50) in the EBW
and 32min (IQR 23–47) in the MBW group. We did
find significant differences for the DNT, when the
MBW group was divided into subgroups according to

Table 1. Patient characteristics

Variables

Measured

body weight

(n¼ 2048)

Missing

data %

Estimated

body weight

(n¼ 2753)

Missing

data % P-values

Patient characteristics

Age at stroke, years—mean (�SD) 70 (�14) 0 71 (�14) 0 <0.01

Male sex—n (%) 1122 (54.8) 0.1 1502 (54.6) 0 0.86

Vascular risk factors

Atrial fibrillation—n (%) 175 (8.6) 1.2 376 (14.1) 2.9 <0.01

Diabetes mellitus—n (%) 309 (15.3) 1.1 469 (17.5) 2.8 0.04

Hypertension—n (%) 840 (41.5) 1.2 1355 (50.7) 2.9 <0.01

Hyperlipidemia—n (%) 238 (11.8) 1.3 841 (31.6) 3.2 <0.01

Coronary artery disease—n (%) 410 (20.3) 1.2 507 (19.0) 2.9 0.27

Peripheral vascular disease—n (%) 112 (5.6) 1.6 156 (5.8) 2.8 0.69

Prior TIA/stroke—n (%) 528 (26.2) 1.5 660 (24.7) 2.9 0.25

Medication

Antiplatelets—n (%) 449 (37.9) 42.2 638 (37.0) 37.4 0.62

Anticoagulation—n (%) 35 (3.0) 42.2 65 (3.8) 37.3 0.24

Admittance

Systolic BP, mmHg, mean (�SD) 156 (�25) 5.9 156 (�26) 15.4 0.43

Diastolic BP, mmHg, mean (�SD) 86 (�17) 5.9 85 (�27) 15.4 0.02

NIHSS, median [IQR] 7 [4–12] 1.3 6 [3–12] 0.7 0.08

ODT, min–median [IQR] 69 [45–115] 13.5 69 [45–112] 7.8 0.89

IVT-volume (IVT/year)

High volume (�50)—n (%) 1121 (54.7) 0 2181 (79.2) 0 <0.01

Medium volume (25–49)—n (%) 656 (32.0) 0 470 (17.1) 0 <0.01

Low volume (�24)—n (%) 271 (13.2) 0 102 (3.7) 0 <0.01

CT available in the ER 927 (45.3) 0 407 (14.8) 0 <0.01

BP: blood pressure; CT: computed tomography scan; ER: emergency room; IQR: interquartile range; IVT: intravenous thrombolysis; NIHSS: National

Institute of Health Stroke Scale; ODT: onset-to-door time; TIA: transient ischemic attack.
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exact weight measurement method. The DNT was
28min (IQR 20–40) for the MBW group with inbuilt
weighing bed and 38min (IQR 28–53) for the MBW
group with a patient lift scale. Weight modality (in
this case EBW versus MBW) was not significantly asso-
ciated with increased risk of sICH (aOR¼ 1.16; 95%
CI 0.83–1.62), favorable outcome (aOR¼ 0.99; 95% CI
0.82–1.21), or with DNT (adjusted B¼ 0.28; 95%

CI� 1.69 to 2.25) (Table 3). We also did not find a
significant association with EBW versus either of the
MBW subgroups (inbuilt weighing bed and patient
lift scale) with an increased risk of sICH or favorable
outcome (supplementary data, Table 4). We did, how-
ever, find a significant association for the DNT. The
DNT was longer in the EBW group compared to the
MBW group with inbuilt weighing bed (adjusted

Table 3. Logistic and linear regression analysis for the association between weight modality (EBW versus MBW) and the outcome

measures

Logistic regression analyses

Outcome OR (95% CI) aOR (95% CI)a

sICH 1.09 (0.83–1.46) 1.16 (0.83–1.62)

mRS 0–2 at 90 days 1.01 (0.88–1.16) 0.99 (0.82–1.21)

Linear regression analysis

B (95% CI) B (95% CI)b

DNT in minutes

� EBW versus MBW

0.06 (�1.59 to 1.71) 0.28 (�1.69 to 2.25)

DNT in minutesc

� EBW versus inbuilt weighing bed

4.01 (1.99–6.01) 3.57 (1.33–5.80)

DNT in minutesd

� EBW versus patient lift scale

�4.47 (�6.58 to �2.36) �3.96 (�6.38 to �1.53)

aOR: adjusted OR; B: unstandardized regression coefficient; DNT: door-to-needle time; EBW: estimated body weight; MBW: measurement of body

weight; OR: odds ratio.
aaOR, adjusted for age; atrial fibrillation; diabetes mellitus; hypertension; hyperlipidemia; admission NIHSS, CT in the ER, and IVT-volume.
bB, adjusted for blood pressure exceeding threshold for IVT; admission NIHSS, CT in the ER, onset-to-door time, and IVT-volume.
cDNT in minutes for EBW versus MBW, inbuilt weighing bed.
dDNT in minutes for EBW versus MBW, patient lift scale.

Table 2. Outcome measures

Outcome

Measured

body weight

(n¼ 2048)

Missing

data %

Estimated

body weight

(n¼ 2753)

Missing

data % P-values

sICH—n (%) 83 (4.1) 0 122 (4.4) 0 0.52

mRS 0–2 at 90 days—n (%) 599 (56.2) 48.0 920 (59.9) 44.2 0.06

DNT, min–median [IQR] 32 [23–47] 2.7 33 [24–50] 2.8 0.15

� Inbuilt weighing bed 28 [20–40] 1.6 <0.01a

� Patient lift scale 38 [28–53] 3.9 <0.01b

DNT: door-to-needle time; IQR: interquartile range; mRS: modified Rankin Scale; sICH: symptomatic intracranial hemorrhage.
aDNT for EBW versus inbuilt weighing bed.
bDNT for EBW versus patient lift scale.
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B¼ 3.57; 95% CI 1.33–5.80) and the DNT was shorter
in the EBW group compared to the MBW with patient
scale sling (adjusted B¼�3.96; 95% CI� 6.38 to
�1.53) (Table 3).

Missing data

Baseline characteristics did not show a relevant differ-
ence in patients with or without a known clinical out-
come and missing outcome data were also evenly
distributed between the groups. Results of the analysis
of the imputed dataset were essentially the same as the
results of the analysis without imputed data (supple-
mentary data Table 5). Furthermore, post hoc sensitiv-
ity analysis excluding patients with an unknown clinical
outcome yielded similar robustness of the primary ana-
lysis (supplementary Table 6).

Discussion

Our findings did not demonstrate an association
between weight modality and sICH rates or clinical
outcome. While previous prospective studies have
shown that EBW leads to dosing errors, our results
showed that this does not translate into a different
safety and efficacy profile of intravenous rt-PA in clin-
ical practice. Interestingly, we found that EBW leads to
a longer DNT compared to MBW using an inbuilt
weighing bed, but to a shorter DNT compared to
MBW using a patient lift scale.

Our main results are in line with some previous stu-
dies.13,17 However, our study has a much larger study
population and unlike the previous studies it concerns a
multicenter study. Therefore, it is unlikely that we
missed a difference in outcome related to weight modal-
ity rendering our results more generalizable to routine
clinical practice.

In contrast, two studies showed a difference in clin-
ical outcome related to weight modality. One retro-
spective mono-center study (n¼ 164) found that EBW
led to rt-PA overdose in 13 (16%) patients. Of those 13
patients, four had an intracranial hemorrhage (how-
ever, it remained unclear whether these were symptom-
atic or not).12 Another prospective mono-center study
(n¼ 128) found that EBW leads to rt-PA overdose in
52% of the patients with more sICH in the first 24 h.15

The overall sICH rate for the whole group was 7.8% in
the first 24 h which is much higher than one would
expect from previous studies with this sICH defin-
ition.25 This may have influenced the results limiting
generalizability. A possible explanation for the high
sICH rate is the predominantly Asian population in
this study as Asian ethnicity is associated with
increased risk of sICH.26–28 Furthermore, a follow-up
brain CT scan was performed as part of standard

clinical care at 24 h. Therefore, researchers could have
been more prone to attribute clinical symptoms to a
hemorrhage seen on these standard imaging protocols.
Finally, in our study weight modality was not asso-
ciated with DNT even after adjusting for factors such
as IVT volume, CT availability on the ER, baseline
NIHSS, and blood pressure above IVT thresh-
old.24,29–31 Nevertheless, other unknown factors related
to the DNT we could not adjust for could possibly
explain this lack of an association.

Somewhat surprisingly, the median DNT was
shorter in the MBW group using an inbuilt weighing
bed compared to the EBW group. An explanation for
this could be that in practice weight estimation can
require multiple steps (asking the patient or relative
and estimation by the treating physician), whereas an
inbuilt weighing bed scale only requires one step
(transfer of the patient), which is also done in the
EBW group (e.g. from ambulance stretcher to
hospital bed).

Of note, this difference in DNT does not affect the
finding that weight modality is not associated with an
increased risk of sICH or clinical outcome, since we
adjusted for the DNT in these analyses.

Our study has several limitations. First, a cluster-
randomized trial would be a more suitable design for
our research question, but in practice this does not
seem feasible since clinics using MBW are not likely
to change this to EBW. Due to the retrospective
nature of our design, extraction of (outcome) data
could have led to bias. However, assessment of our
primary outcome, sICH, was done according to strict
definitions by two independent reviewers and sICH
rates are similar to previous studies using the same def-
inition criteria.3,6 Second, clinical outcome was missing
for a substantial proportion of patients. We investi-
gated the possible influence of missing data on our par-
ameter estimates, by performing different methods of
handling missing data in our cohort. Results of the pri-
mary analysis remained consistent after imputing miss-
ing data (supplementary data Table 5) and after post
hoc sensitivity analysis (excluding patients with
unknown clinical outcome), indicating that missing
data were not of significant influence on our outcome
parameters (supplementary data Table 6). Additionally,
missing outcome data were evenly distributed between
the groups and baseline patient characteristics did not
show a relevant difference in patients with or without a
known clinical outcome (data not shown). Of note,
even when excluding patients with unknown clinical
outcome our cohort still remains the largest so far
investigating weight modality in IVT treated patients.
As for the DNT, this is an obligatory practice param-
eter in all centers and is therefore not likely to be
affected by retrospective assessment. Furthermore,
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data on actual rt-PA dosage and (measured) body
weight were lacking. Although this would have enabled
us to determine exactly in which patient body weight
was over- or underestimated and whether this resulted
in over- or under dosing rt-PA, it apparently does not
translate into an increased risk of sICH or a clinically
meaningful difference. Our data indicate that EBW was
not associated with increased risk of sICH (aOR¼ 1.16;
95% CI 0.83–1.62), therefore a possible effect of weight
modality on sICH would be smaller than 1.62 with 95%
certainty, independent of whether there is a difference
between estimated or measure bodyweight. Finally, a
limitation is that centers, with or without a certain
weighing modality, could differ in local policies which
could lead to a bias related to outcomes. However, all
centers treat IVT patients according to the same
national guidelines, including prehospital notification
of potential IVT patients and since patients in each
group came from at least five centers and the outcomes
are evenly distributed in both groups, we consider this
risk minimal.

Our study provides the largest multicenter cohort
study to date assessing the association between weight
modality (EBW or MBW) with sICH, clinical outcome,
and DNT. We found that MBW with an inbuilt weigh-
ing bed leads to shorter DNTs compared to EBW,
whereas the latter strategy leads to shorter DNTs com-
pared to MBW with a patient lift scale. We did not find
evidence that weight modality for rt-PA titration in
IVT eligible patients leads to clinically relevant dosing
errors, since it was not associated with an increased risk
of sICH or favorable clinical outcome.
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